
You’re Turn to Teach: 
How to Give an Effective Lesson
Exit Task 1



Pre Task Activity

Has anyone ever 
taught before? 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GnOopREOiIc


Task Goal and Directions

Use professional English to teach 
a mock class.

1. Create a lesson plan
2. Create a powerpoint
3. Teach the class



1. Create a lesson plan

You are teaching a 90 minute class on the article we 
read yesterday. Create a lesson plan by filling out the 
example lesson plan sheet.



2. Create a Powerpoint

Create a Google Slides or Powerpoint for your class. 



Notes

In which ways…in what ways
Hispanic Blood? Hispanic community , Hispanic race, Hispanic 
people
Enter STEM careers, pursue STEM careers
Discuss by pairs, discuss in pairs
Discuss about, discuss __________
Attract students to STEM, make STEM more attractive to students, ?
By pairs activity, pair activity



3. Teach the class

Upload your presentations to the Google folder, 
“Students’ Work.” Then do a “mock class.” Remember 
you have 15 minutes. 



What was the most 
difficult part about 
this assignment? 



Notes

Main results
Quantitative (pronunciation)
Inmigration (spelling)
The objective of this lesson would be to
underrepresented (pron)
Finantial (sp)
Innovative (pr)
Solve a challenge
STEM field (pronunciation)
The…. for overcoming the barriers
Theses communities
Any doubt on the article? 



Class Debrief

1. What did you learn in the task cycle? 
2. Do you think you will apply what you learned in this task cycle in the 

future? If so, in what situations do you see yourself using what you have 
learned? 

3. Is there anything you think you could have done to learn more from this 
task?

4. Do you feel more confident as an English speaker as a result of this task 
cycle? 

5. Do you want to continue learning English after this task cycle? 
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